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Something is stirring inside of you, but it has been silenced, gravely undermined, and

misunderstood. You must believe that God has not forgotten you. He has not sidelined you. You are

not crazy. Prophet, arise! Come out of your cave and be encouraged to speak forth the word of the

Lord. God is calling you to be His Trumpet and to sound the alarm. The body of Christ desperately

needs prophets to awaken and go forth. Whether you have never spoken a prophetic word or you

actively engage your gift, best-selling author John Eckhardt provides an unparalleled, inspiring

teaching for you. He boldly reveals the characteristics of a prophet that may lie dormant in your life

so God can launch you into your calling. You will learn:Unique characteristics of a prophetThe

details of a prophetâ€™s callWhat moves a prophetâ€™s heart and stirs the anointingThe rewards a

prophet brings to those who receive themHow to find healing and deliverance for the prophet who

has been hurtAnd much more!
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This is the most profound book that I have read since The Harbinger!!! I have The Prophet's

Dictionary which really explained the calling on my life in detail. But Prophet Arise takes you on a

journey of a prophet's life...the highs and the lows. It is a very easy read. I recommend this book for

all that are called into prophetic ministry; but especially for those of us that are new walking in it

fully!!! And it is also good for Pastors that don't understand their prophetic sheep. And I can't leave

out the congregations that the five-fold ministry is in full effect...this book will sharpen those in all

areas and show how the prophet flows with the other gifts!!! I just can not say enough about how



GREAT this book is written!!!

If you are walking in this calling, what you read here comes as no surprise. This is not new

information-but Knew information. What is refreshing for me is affirmation that I am not alone, that

there are many who like me, have been awaiting the sound of the voice of the one who would come

forth and say, "now it's time to go to work" and this book is that clarion call that many have waited

for. Bless you sir for being the trumpeter and awakening those waiting to hear the sound.

This book was absolutely phenomenal. Anyone who might operate in the prophetic or called to the

off ice of the prophet will definitely benefit from this book. This book confirmed something's about

my calling and allowed me to understand the little things about my character that I looked at as

being a bad thing until reading this book. I would definitely recommend this book. It will change your

life. God Bless!!!!

I waited patiently for this book and when it finally arrived, I had finished reading it in under 48 hours.

I've learned so much concerning prophets. I can identify with many of the characteristics of a

prophet. I am happy to know that I am not crazy and I am not rebellious. I now know that I simply

don't fit into the box that religious traditions have tried to shove me in. Thank you Apostle for writing

this book, I will forever be blessed.

This book, "Prophet Arise" is the most clear and comprehensive as it gets on what are prophets and

how do they interact in today's world with the church and the non-churched. If you wonder if you are

a prophet, you will know after reading this book. If you want to know how to move in the prophetic,

you will know after reading this book. If you are interested in the history of prophets, you will know

after reading this book. I have read a lot of books on prophets and I must say, this is at the top of my

list!

This book has been such an encouragement to both my husband and I. It has brought confirmation

after another to us that it has caused such an awakening in our Spirits to pursue wholeheartly after

what He has called us to do and not walk in fear but in faith.It gives you an understanding of the

certain things that moves you and stirs you, where others may not and even yourself may not

understand. My spiritual eyes and hears have been opened!!It's awesome!!!



Awesome book! God is so good... this has answered many of my questions concerning my inability

to fit into the Christendom model. Thank God for people like John Eckhardt for the heart to speak

forth truth. I would highly recommend this book.

Since I have been reading this book I have learned a lot more about why I feel different from others.

I must be obedient even the more now because I know what I know about myself from reading

Prophet Arise. Thanks Prophet Eckhardt, just what I needed to hear to stir up my gifts.
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